MESSAGES FROM METATRON
Metatron’s Message for the Years 2005 to 2012
Channeled on December 6, 2004
by Nasrin Safai in Houston, TX

Beloveds of my own heart, I am Metatron. Take a deep breath with me.
As we approach the year 2005, you feel the energies shifting. The solar and the
lunar eclipse of November 2004 has been about examining relationships and
finding one’s own place in the immediate family environment, in the social family
environment, in the community environment and beyond. Many of you are
choosing different paths to enter into a new kind of relationship or to exit from the
old kinds and types of relationships that you have had before. This is all good.
This is all for your own advantage. Give closure to what needs to be closed. Close
those doors that no longer serve you because if you do not, you future is still
ahead of you, and you will enter into the future, only if you do not choose to close
the doors which no longer serve you, you are carrying extra burdens around with
you and this will be difficult for you.
In this new world that we are
want to be able to bounce up
promised and looked forward
to come in this year of 2005.
the full phase of the new age
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and with that dawning of the new age, the thousand

Master Maitreya – Christ – is making his presence felt with greater intensity and as
of that day, he will be demonstrating greater miracles around the world and he will
be giving more signs of his presence. This is that same being that the world knows
as Maitreya Buddha or Maitreya Christ, or the Savior, or Imam Madhi. This same
being is making his presence felt everywhere around the world with his miracles
and with his light we will move into the thousand years of peace. And all of you will
have another chance to know harmony once again.
For that reason it is important that you take this short phase in your life, the
remaining time and examine all those issues that no longer serve you, and toss
them out of the window. All those relationships that no longer serve you, give them
closure. All those chapters of your life that need to be brought to an end . . . bring
them to their ending. This will help you make your gait lighter and it will help you
empty your cup so that it can be filled with the nectar from the hands of the
Masters. For as long as you keep your cup full you have no room for the Masters to
pour you the nectar of their love. When you empty your cup of expectations, of
time consuming relationships, of conflict, of fears, of anxiety, then you allow the
Masters to fill your cup. If the analogy of cup is your own body, then empty your
body of all the dross, and all the pain, and all the fears, and all the untrue
relationships, and all things, people and places that bind you, that distract you.
Free yourself from all fear and come back to serve the Masters of Wisdom. Sit in
the presence of the Light of God and receive from the Light of God.
This time in December of 2004 is a time of transition. Most of you have felt in the
course of the year 2004 a need to move. Many of you have already moved,
changed homes, changed jobs, changed location. Some of you have even moved
from one state to another, from one continent to another, from one country to
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another, from one part of the world to another, looking for where you can call
home. Some have found it, others are still searching. You will find the object of
your search. Life will be made easier. And the thousand years of peace is only
beginning and together we will work in the direction of bringing life into a pleasant
enjoyable, lovable, force field that makes you want to stay here in the body. There
is no need for you any longer to feel that you are lonely and that you have no
help, that you have no need of remaining in this body. This body is serving you.
This body is helping you stay where your soul can grow the fastest. And you will find
other souls that are growing. You can take one another hand and walk the path of
light together.
The Masters of Wisdom will make their presence known in this time. 2005 will be
the transitional time where we move from the years of dross and pain and suffering
to the years of light, and joy, and peace, and harmony. We are reentering into this
cycle. 2005 is the beginning of a seven year cycle which will bring us to the year
2012 which has been prophesied over and over by many of the prophets of
different times. It has been said that by the year 2012 you will reach the end of
time. This means the end of time of suffering and pain, the end of time of walking
in molasses, the end of time of grief and sadness. You will enter into a zone that
you might even call no time because when you can bring heaven on earth, then
you are not counting time. When you are in good times you always wish that they
will never end.
The year 2005 is the beginning of this 7 year cycle, and what you begin to sow, at
the beginning you reap at the end. So be careful what you sow in the year 2005. At
the beginning of the year, especially around the time of March equinox, you will
feel uplifted. You will feel as though a shift is ongoing, not only in the planetary
but in the levels of your own body, the levels of your own consciousness, and the
levels of the consciousness of the multitudes and masses. Take that as a good
omen and work with it.
The time approaching the equinox, 20th and 21st of March 2005, is going to be
crucial for you. Again, thoughts are things. When you think a thought you create a
reality. Think thoughts of goodness, righteousness, truth, honesty, integrity,
abundance, togetherness. Think thoughts of serving the Light. Think thoughts of
serving the Masters of Lights. Think thoughts of the Masters of Light running your
world, bringing it to the wisdom of their own light. Bringing it to the growth of the
soul that brings God Unity to your world. Think thoughts of unity and oneness.
Think thoughts of the universal brotherhood and sisterhood of human beings.
Think of your brothers and sisters and neighbors and friends and enemies as your
Self. Think of humanity in oneness. Think thoughts of loving one another. Think
thoughts of setting aside creed and culture, race and color, age and tradition.
Think thoughts that all souls are created equal in the eyes of God. Think thoughts
of seeing through the eyes of God and loving each other. Love your friends, love
your family, love your enemy.
If there is injustice in the world, send love to the core of the injustice. As you send
the love to the injustice, the injustice has no where to go but to encapsulate within
itself. It will turn within, and as it turns within, it shrinks and shrivels and becomes
a point, and ultimately even the point dissolves into the light. When you send
darkness to your enemy what you do is you scatter even more and spread the
darkness that they have sent out. You let that darkness meet with more darkness
that is coming from you. You let your enemy gain power over you. Think thoughts
of love. Extend them to your enemy. The power of your love, the power of your
light will extend from you, it will protect you. And as it extends from you to them,
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the protection will extend and expand from you all the way to them. When this love
reaches them, it engulfs them. They stay in their own darkness and as the
darkness moves more and into their inner core, that darkness shrinks and shrivels
in the surrounding of light. When the light takes over, either the darkness will have
to be released and let go of, or that darkness will suffocate and be the justice that
the person needs because they’re not willing to release their animosity. The
greatest way to have vengeance is to send love.
The greatest means to express your need or desire for the truth to come to the
surface is to send love. When someone has been untrue to you they are sending
the darkness of untruth around them. If you react to that untruth, you are adding
to it. If you hold the light, and send love and light to that untruth what happens?
That love surrounds the untruth. The untruth will have to begin to fold upon itself.
As it folds upon itself, it is engulfed with your love and your light and it folds upon
itself, shrinking and shriveling into smaller and smaller portions until ultimately it
will have to fold completely upon itself, becoming a point of darkness and give way
to the light, dissolved into the light. That means that the truth will then be known
and that the untruth will dissolve. You can do this with any negative emotion –
whether it is untruth, greed, deception, betrayal, fear – and fear is the mother of
all negative emotions. Every [negative] emotion has its roots in some type of fear.
Whether it is fear of loss, fear of darkness, fear of not having enough, fear of
death; whether it’s fear turned within and turned to anger, anger turned within that
turns into rage . . . all fears stem from darkness. When you send light to surround
it, it shrinks and shrivels and ultimately releases itself into the light. When it does
release itself to the light there is no fear left, there is no negative emotion left.
When there are no more negative emotions, all that remains is peace and
harmony, union and goodness. Ultimately that goodness will lead you to the light
of the I Am That I Am, the light of God in form and beyond form.
The beginning phase of 2005 will be very eventful because as we pour the light
onto the planet all that is untruth, all that is of darkness, all that is of lack, and all
that is of fear will have to be released. This is why the past two months of October
and November 2004 have been very difficult months. As we approach 2005, as we
move into the first quarter, you will see that anything and everything that no longer
serves you has to be released. Those of you who have let go of the untruths in
your life, of the fears in your life, of the animosity in your life, sit still and wait for
the rest of the planet to catch up with you. Those of you who haven’t let go will be
forced to let go of your untruths, to let go of animosity, to let go of all fears, to let
go of all lack.
Coming to the point where the sun enters into the equator, 21st of March, the first
day of Spring, there will be a shift. This shift is in the consciousness of all souls.
This shift is in the consciousness at the planetary level. The multitudes and
masses will feel this very subtle shift and it’s almost as though it comes upon you
overnight. This shift is in the consciousness. This is that point that Master Jesus
has said in the Bible, “Two amongst you are together. One leaves, and the others
won’t know what came of them.” This is that part where the consciousness of lack
leaves, the consciousness of fear leaves. The consciousness of humanity raises
itself to a higher level of evolution. It would be as though one who had evil and
trouble and fear has left and what remains is goodness. And the others won’t even
know that the darkness has left from inside of the one that has been with them.
This is an age when you begin to know each other from your cores and when you
begin to learn to exchange energy with each other from your core.
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For the last few hundred years, your mouth has spoken one word, you mind has
thought a different thought. Your thinking and your spoken word have not been
aligned. These types of untruths will now be released. You will begin to speak your
truth. You will begin to speak in honesty. You will begin to speak the truth that you
feel in your heart, and you speak it from your mind. There will be an alignment
between your heart and your mind. For the longest time, many of you have had
your gut give you the instinct, your heart give you the intuition, but your mind
rejecting the instinct or the intuition and going ahead like a warrior stuck on
rational and logical solutions. Those you will drop. Your rational and logical
solutions will now become aligned with the desires from your heart and the instincts
from your gut. All of these four points, your gut instinct, your heart, your mind, and
your higher soul aspect, will be aligned. What spirit brings into your mind, into your
heart, into your gut, you will receive.
Through the reception of the spirit’s will, the soul’s essence will then act according
to the will of your Higher Self, not the will of your lower self. The lower self – the
child self – will merge and unite with the Higher Self. There will no longer be a
distinction between the inner child that throws the tantrum, and wants things one
way, and the Higher Self that is of the angelic realms that wants God’s will. There
has been this struggle for the longest time between the will of God and the will of
human, the will of God and the will of human, the will of God and the will of human.
Which will I obey? The will of my human side or the will of my God side? When the
lower aspect and the higher aspect come to a place of understanding, merge and
unite in oneness, from that point on no longer will you have fears, no longer will
you have doubts, no longer will you be in duality.
The duality has been created because human beings pulled their own will away
from the divine will. The lower self chose to have its own will and pulled its will away
from the will of the Higher Self which has always been aligned with the will of God.
When the lower self brings itself to return, like a prodigal son to the father who is
the Higher Self, then from the merging of the lower self to the Higher Self, the
duality returns to unity, and separation is no more.
Every human being will then feel the spark of oneness, the spark of Godliness
within their own heart, within their own mind, within their own gut, within their own
spirit, and soul levels. From then on, everyone will be aligned in oneness with their
Higher Self and their lower self and this push and pull between the lower self and
the Higher Self will end. And it will be a good ending. It will be a welcome ending. It
is what we have desired and prayed for. It is this shift that will come upon you
directly on that day. Some of you will take it and immediately apply it and change
overnight. Others will take your time to apply it. This is why we have a seven year
cycle of adjustment.
Those of you who have already prepared yourself, and have begun the process of
receiving the light of the Higher Self and the light of the I Am That I Am will move
immediately at that point into God Unity on the 21st of March [2005]. Those of you
who haven’t yet awakened to the knowledge and the wisdom of your Higher Self will
immediately awaken and begin the process of shifting and learning to speak to
your soul to welcome the soul and spirit into your body and being. And everyone
that is in various steps between these two ends of the spectrum will act accordingly.
Those of you who are already awakened and not yet attained the highest level of
acceptance of your Higher Self will begin the levels of acceptance. And those of you
who have already accepted those levels will move into the pure white light of God
unity. Everyone will receive their own fill of the levels of light. The pathways of light
are unfolding. The Masters of Wisdom are deep and strong - backing you up,
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protecting you, loving you, and wishing you forward with a plan. We are aligned with
the divine plan. The divine plan is being downloaded upon each individual soul,
whether it is the soul of a blade of grass, the soul of an ant, a spider, a bird,
whether it is the soul of the largest sentient or insentient being in this entire
universe, the soul of the greatest mountain, the soul of the biggest whale, the soul
of the greatest body of the oceans, the soul of a mustard seed, the soul of the
smallest kernel of corn, the soul of the littlest creature that God has created, every
single soul will remember their own Source and will be given a chance to return to
God Unity.
The beginning of this point is the moment the sun enters the equator in March of
2005. Welcome all of you to your new life. Welcome all of you to the thousand
years of peace. Those of you who have worked with me for many, many years,
blessings to you for standing by, for helping the planet, for working to bring this
time forward to the planet, for flying, riding, walking the earth and praying that this
day will come. To those of you I say this is your reward. This is what you have
helped to bring onto the world. And to those of you who are going to begin to know
me from now on, I say, welcome my children, you have all returned to the Father.
You have all been the prodigal son. And your return journey home is celebrated by
the Masters of Light, by the angelic realms, by the levels and hierarchies of the
Masters of Light. Every one of us are celebrating your glory and your return journey
home. Every one of us are standing upon the path of light cheering you on this
path. Your return journey home has been awaited for eons of time. Now we have all
achieved the ultimate goal. What I say to you has been long awaited and finally
the day has come.
In terms of energy shifts around the planet, you will find that the planet will have
to cleanse herself of all the dross, and she will do so. She will make choices to
clear her body in different parts and locations of the world. This is her divine right.
Just as you would wash the body and surface of your skin to cleanse it and to purify
it, just as you sit in meditation to cleanse and purify your mind and your emotions,
just as you choose nutritional blessed foods to give you life force, the planet has to
make choices to put nutritional, healthy foods that will nurture her. This means that
all the poisons that have been poured upon her have to come to the surface to be
cleansed. In the course of the next seven years there will be events that
correspond to the cleansing of Mother Earth’s body, to the cleansing of Mother
Earth’s mind, to the cleansing of Mother Earth’s emotions.
The Masters of Wisdom are here to protect you, to love you and to guide you out
of those moments in time where the cleansing may have disastrous effects. The
cleansing may be through earthquakes and volcanoes, and floods, and hurricanes,
natural disasters that will help her release her pain and put down her darkness.
These will not be cataclysmic disasters. These will simply be clearing and cleansing
from the core of Mother Earth to the surface of her body. This will be the analogy of
her taking a loofa and simply scraping the surface of her skin to open the pores to
be able to breathe. There will not be cataclysmic events, there will not be a third
world war, there will not be energies of annihilation and destruction. There will
simply be clearing energies and, spread over a 5 year period, it will simply be
similar to what you have experienced.
As for man-made disasters, again I must say to you that the next 7 years are
going to be a period of time where you will have clearing and cleansing. The first 5
years are going to be slightly more intense in clearing and cleansing. All the
nations of the world have to come to agree with one another and see themselves
as the embodiment of one planetary soul. All the nations that are in conflict have
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to come to an understanding amongst themselves. The lower self of all those
nations have to give way to the Higher Self.
Once again, as it happens at the individual level, it will have to happen at the
planetary level. And as the ripple of the individual effect will move from one
individual to the next, ultimately, it will go around the globe and it will reach every
soul. As the human consciousness reaches to that level of embracing the Higher
Self, automatically all souls will follow suit. Why? Because human beings have
taken the responsibility of being the consciousness of the planet upon whom the
decision-making for the planet is entrusted. Therefore, as human beings make the
decision to give way from the lower self to the Higher Self then all the elements
that come together and make the planet itself will make that decision and move
from the lower self to the Higher Self. Through that decision making the waters of
the earth will automatically release the pollution, the air will automatically release
the pollution, the ozone layer will begin to disappear, the greenhouse effect will no
longer impact the earth, the melting of the mountain snowcaps and the icebergs
will stop.
The five elements [earth, air, fire, water, ether] have their own consciousness which
has always been aligned with the divine consciousness, and have been tampered
with through the consciousness of the human souls who are the deciding factor.
The moment that the human factor turns around and embraces its own legacy, its
own divine light, its own divine purpose then all the elements will return to their
divine purpose. The elements have not forgotten their true origin. It is the human
beings who have forgotten collectively their true origin to the point that the very few
handfuls, such as yourselves, who still do remember are in such minority that you
have not been able to have overall effect on the majority.
Come the 21st of March, the shift will be such that the hearts, the minds, the souls,
the guts, and the spirits of the consciousness will shift in the direction of
remembering and embodying divine purpose. The moment that shift happens, in
that moment, the whole planet will realign itself. The planet will realign herself with
her divine purpose. As host to all of you human beings who are holding the
highest consciousness upon her body she has been awaiting your return to your
divine purpose. The moment that you return to your divine purpose it will take her
a blink of an eyelash to restore her own divine purpose on your behalf and on
behalf of the solar system.
The solar system has been awaiting this shift, the deities of the solar system, the
deities of your sun, Lord Helios and Lady Vesta, have been anxiously awaiting this
moment where you will turn the corner and you will find yourself on the return
journey to God Unity. The entire solar system is celebrating this turning point. This
immanent turning point is almost a breath away.
In this time between now and March equinox, be vigilant with your thoughts, be
vigilant with your time, make good choices of using your time to spread the light of
elevating your own soul to higher levels, of aligning your own self with your Higher
Self, of living the truth of living pure white light, of living in love. Fall in love with
yourself, fall in love with your world, love your mother earth, love her back to her
pristine state. Don’t for a moment think she is incapable of restoring her own
pristine state. She has a great consciousness, so great, so glorious, so aligned with
the will of God that in an instant she can cleanse herself and restore her pristine
state. All it takes is for all of you to make the decision to return to that state. And
it will take only an instant for her to restore that state throughout the surface of the
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planet all the way to the core of her beingness and beyond into the atmosphere
and into the presence of the planetary systems.
The timeframe between March equinox and summer solstice – 21st of June – is
going to be a time of working, striving, desiring for goodness, for action, for light.
You will find the entire planet has been placed on an accelerated pace. You will find
everything is speeding much faster. This is also good because we’re changing the
nature of time.
Many times over you have heard that 2012 is the end of time. The prophets of
doom have told you that to frighten you and to make you hopeless. But 2012 is
the beginning of a new time and we will be speeding in the direction of that shift in
time from the moment we start that equinox in March. So this 7 year cycle, cycle by
cycle, season by season, will speed us in the direction of that new time where we’re
not so bound by the density of the world. The speeding up process will be felt
mostly in that 3 month timeframe between March and June [2005] because in that
3 month phase the acceleration will be felt by the body and the body will go
through an adjustment phase. As a result of the adjustment phase, every season
after June 21st it will become easier for your body to adjust and then you will not
see or feel the acceleration in the same way that you did before. But you will be
accelerating. In fact, you will be accelerating further and further for the entire 7
years cycle to bring you to March equinox 2012 where we truly and fully enter into a
new cycle and new time.
From June 2005 to equinox in September 2005 there will be a summer of bearing
fruits in the light. Those of you who are in service of the light will find hordes,
multitudes, and masses of people turning their faces to the light, wanting to know
more about the light, wanting to come to the service of the masters, wanting to live
life in joy and in happiness.
September equinox is yet another shift. It is 6 months after the first shift. It is a
realignment. In that time, as Fall arrives, you will find as though the skies show
different colors. Those of you who are sensitive to colors are going to find that this
Fall is very different from all the other ones before it. That sense of depression
and sadness that usually comes forth with the dawning of Fall is no longer going to
be there. The colors will be profuse. The lights will be profuse. The energies coming
to the planet will be filled with light, with love, with joy, with pleasure.
The winter approaching - as we move from 2005 to 2006 - December solstice of
2005 will be a true time of celebration of darkness giving way to the light. This will
be truly felt in the hearts and in the minds, in the gut instinct, and at the soul
levels of the majority of the souls on the planet. This will be a time where the souls
on the planet will wish for the darkness to give way to light, not only the smallest
handful of souls, but the majority of souls will come together to celebrate the
release of darkness and the giving way to the light.
As we move from December solstice 2005 into the energies of 2006 you’re going to
find that life is aligning itself more and more. You’re going to see more and more
people aligned with their spirits, with their souls. You’re going to hear people
talking about their spiritual evolution at the turn of the corner, at the bus stop, in
the grocery store. You’re going to notice more foods that are conducive to health
and nutrition of the body. You’re going to find new inventions that are conducive to
promoting the light. You’re going to find new ways to heal the body, to heal the
elements, to bring the state of pristine beingness back to the bodies of all souls,
back to the body of Mother Earth.
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2006 will be the beginning of the time when you will all put your effort into
realigning. It’s as though in 2005 the planet will awaken. She will help all the souls
to awaken. 2006 is going into action after being awakened to put things in order.
2006 you will see greater communion of human beings, greater universal
brotherhood and sisterhood of light. 2006 is the beginning of the world coming
together in oneness. It will take the year of 2005 for the world to shake itself out
of its slumber. 2006 fully awake – we go into action. We start acting in the direction
of oneness. We start remembering to honor one another. We start uniting in
rebuilding our world together without prejudice, without nationalistic behavior,
without a care for the boundaries, but with a sense of union between countries, a
sense of union between continents, a sense of global union.
2007 is taking each others hands and entering into the phase of one world,
rebuilding this world as one world. And that rebuilding will continue through 2007
into 2008.
2008: communion – receiving energy openly from the Masters of Wisdom. Masters
of Wisdom openly appearing and disappearing amongst crowds. Masters of
Wisdom placing their own disciples in positions of power. 2008, one world finally in
place, with world leaders all chosen by the Masters of Wisdom. Master of Wisdom
appearing and disappearing at will in the houses of leadership throughout the
government bodies. The energy of mastery, the energy of pure white light, the
energy of the ascended masters moving in and out, moving through and through
into and out of the houses of government, the houses of decision making, the
houses of art, the houses of philosophy, the houses of spirituality all aligning with
one another. 2008 will be the creation of a new platform from which the
consciousness of the planet will arise, the consciousness of the multitudes and the
masses will arise.
The four years remaining from 2009 to the completion of 2012 will be the
rebuilding of your world from that level of understanding, from that level of
consciousness where the masters are walking amongst the human consciousness,
raising the vibration, working together, accepting that God can walk amongst us
mere mortals. Accepting that as human beings we are not mere mortals but are
we are sparks of the divine light and that divine light moves through each one of
us individually, us the ascended masters, us the Masters of Wisdom, us the human
beings that have lived in separation for eons of time. That separation will be no
more.
In 2012 that final union is completely locked into the consciousness of all
humankind. Time as we know it will be no longer. Separation as we know it will be
no longer. Attainment of God Unity will have become part of the process of being
human. Human beings will finally rediscover and remember that ‘hu’ is God and
‘man’ is God. Human beings are beings of God. God has taken form in the
embodiment of human beings in the being of human force, human essence,
human presence, human embodiment. God will fully embrace and embody that
human embodiment.
The presence of the I Am That I Am no longer has to be forced to enter into the
human body. By 2012 the I Am of every human being is aligned in the small self
and in the great self. There is no more distinction between the lower self and the
Higher Self. There is no more distinction between the small I and the great I. The I
Am resides within the being and the body of every human being.
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The God in form resides within the body and the being of every human being. This
is why the earth as we know it will be no longer. This is why the time as we know it
will be no longer. You’re not separated beings thrown in a corner of the universe
counting time until you can unite with your greater self any more. You have
attained union by the end of 2012. You are part of the scheme of this entire
universe. And you will remember yourself as part of the scheme of greater things.
You will know yourselves and your own beingness as the greater things. This will
give you great solace. This will give you great joy. This will give you all that you
have been waiting for.
The energies of abundance that have been held back from your world for the past
few years will return to you. These energies have been held back simply because
you are in conflict with each other. Whenever human beings are in conflict with one
another, the energies of abundance leave. Whenever human beings are in conflict
and war with each other, the energies of light leave. Darkness resides. As you lose
the conflict, as you lose the urge to be involved in conflict, as you release the need
and desire to continue in conflict, abundance will return to the planet. Abundance of
resources, abundance of gems and precious metals, abundance of oil which you
call ‘black gold’, abundance of other means of heating and cooling your planet,
abundance of various technique and means of clearing the planet, helping and
assisting the physical body of the planet to release her dross. All of these new
resources, many, many new inventions will help to release much greater
abundance. People will find themselves working in service to the light. People will
find themselves releasing their struggle.
When humanity gives up the struggle for subsistence and joins the rest of the
planetary system – living to serve – then the entire system becomes aligned. The
higher purpose of all beings in your solar system is to serve. When you – the
human beings and the planet Mother Earth – choose to join the rest of the
planetary systems in desiring to live in order to serve, then you will not have to
struggle for survival. Your subsistence, your upkeep, your food, your shelter, your
basic needs will automatically be provided for you. Not just for the ‘haves’ but for
the entire planet. There will no longer be a division between the ‘haves’ and the
‘have nots’. Everyone will have their basic needs met. Everyone will be in pursuit of
the higher purpose – surviving to serve not living to survive. Not subsisting for
survival. Not struggling to live, but living to serve.
Every individual human being will release the struggle within themselves – as
within, so without. As each individual human being releases the struggle for survival
the planet releases the struggle for survival and she will then give you your path of
service and she will give you all the abundance you need for your survival; to each
their own. If you can take your fill as much as a thimble, she’ll give you a thimble
full. If you can take your fill as much as a cup, she’ll give you a cup full. If you can
take your fill as much as barrel, she’ll give you a barrel full. Everyone will receive
their fill of the planet’s abundance, of the planet’s love, of the planet’s joy. It is up
to you to choose that and it is up to you to figure out what will make you full. What
size container are you? Just take that and fill it to the brim with the love from the
planet and all the resources that you need. When that happens no one needs to
horde, no one needs to take more than their fill in case they may have a rainy
day. What they may save for the rainy day, they will offer back to Mother Earth to
distribute throughout her own loved children.
I have given you a vision of a new life. I have given you a vision for the next
seven year cycle. I can go on and give you piece by piece, blow by blow, event by
event predictions. But the greatest prediction and the greatest gift that I can give
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you is the gift of hope, the gift of truth, and the gift of standing in your own truth,
holding your heads high and knowing that you have done it. You have done it and
you have achieved the ultimate goal of bringing yourselves and the consciousness
of the multitudes and masses to the point of the evolution into the light, of
reaching unity, of helping Mother Earth release the dross on her own behalf and on
your behalf.
It gives me great pleasure to finally tell you, “It is here. The thousand years of
peace are here.” We will all live happily together ever after. And what is greater is
to tell you that we will walk by your sides holding your hands, and you will be able
to see us, you will be able to feel us, you will be able to know our love for you
tangibly and physically.
With great love, with great joy, for this union, I stand at your feet as your Father
Metatron.
So it is. It is done. Amen.
© Copyright 2002 Nasrin Safai
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